Israel/Yemen/Iraq 19 July
An Israeli military spokesperson reported that “a UAV which we assess was launched from Yemen, infiltrated from the sea to our west, and hit a building in central Tel Aviv. As a result of the impact, a civilian was killed and eight civilians were lightly injured”. The drone was assessed to be a “Samad-3… an Iranian weapon that was likely upgraded to extend its flight range”. The spokesperson also noted that the IDF downed “another UAV that attempted to infiltrate from the east”.

Tehran 19 July
Iranian authorities reported that one police officer had been killed and another injured in a “terrorist attack” in the south east.

Israel/Lebanon 18 July
The Israeli military reported that it had killed “six Hizbollah terrorists and struck fifteen targets from the air and from the ground” in Lebanon.

Washington/Yemen 18 July
CENTCOM reported that its “forces successfully destroyed two surface-to-air missiles (SAM) and four uncrewed aerial vehicles (UAV) on the ground in Houthi-controlled areas of Yemen”.